
 Such well-known outsiders as Michael Stipe and Garrison Keillor had 
Agee in mind when they performed in Knoxville. In the middle of R.E.M.’s 
concert at Thompson-Boling Arena on November 8, 1995, front man Stipe 
paused the show to read “Knoxville: Summer of 1915.” Confused audience 
members continued making noise through Stipe’s recitation until he de-
clared, bluntly, “I’m reading. Let’s start over.” The singer also “implied that 
this was one reason he was looking forward to playing Knoxville, [and] that 
they should feel proud to live in a city that raised James Agee.”76

 In 1999 Keillor brought his Prairie Home Companion show to Knoxville 
for the first time. Broadcast live from the Civic Auditorium on June 26, 
Keillor closed the summer evening program by remembering the writer 
that was forever linked to the city. “James Agee came from Knoxville. He 
wrote about Knoxville in his book, A Death in the Family,” Keillor said to 
the local and national audiences. “He wrote a little paragraph that maybe 
you’ve heard before, about his father and his mother spreading quilts in the 
back yard and lying there with his uncle and his aunt, lying there looking 
up at the sky, talking.” Keillor then read an excerpt from the last section of 
“Knoxville: Summer of 1915.” Although brief, the attention was much more 
influential locally than the BBC documentary, according to Ashdown.77

 During his visit, Keillor praised Knoxville as “the most beautiful city. It’s 
a city that looks like cities I’ve seen in picture books when I was a child, 
with the hills and the river running through it and the steeples. It could be a 
German city on the Rhine, it could be a city in Provence. It’s a magnificent 
city.” Perhaps it was flattery. But Knoxville had improved itself in the half 
century since Agee last visited, around the time of John Gunther’s stinging 
remarks about its ugliness. Keillor’s words were welcomed as rare positive 
remarks about the city.78

AGEE STREET

Had Keillor strolled through Fort Sanders before leaving town, a particular 
street name might have caught his eye. Just a few weeks prior, the city coun-
cil voted to change the name of Fifteenth Street north of Cumberland to 
James Agee Street. Then-mayor Victor Ashe headed an effort to recognize “a 
number of distinguished figures,” including James Agee and Howard Baker. 
“As mayor, I felt the city should salute those persons of fame and contri-
bution who the city had not recognized over the years. James Agee was a 
person who immediately came to mind,” Ashe explained later. “There was 
nothing in place which recognized that he ever lived in our city.” Ashe and 
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others “felt it was appropriate to honor him by renaming a street in Agee’s 
old neighborhood.” The former mayor downplayed his own role in renam-
ing the street, as it only became a reality after the Metropolitan Planning 
Commission and city council approved it. And renaming a street “didn’t 
require the mayor,” Ashe said. “Any group of citizens could have requested a 
name change.” There is a story, though, that Ashe felt strongly enough about 
honoring Agee that he assigned A Death in the Family to councilmembers, 
after finding out that none of them had read it. Asked about this, Ashe said 
it could have happened but that he could not recall ever assigning the novel 
to anyone. But James Agee “was a wonderful writer, and he stirred a great 
interest in the American public,” he said. “The fact that we’re still talking 
about him sixty years after his death must say something.”79

 Other Knoxvillians believed the city should do more to honor Agee, who 
still had no real place in the city where pilgrims and devotees could stand 
pensively and pay their respects. Some wondered why Agee had to share 
half of the street’s name, the half south of Cumberland Avenue, with foot-
ball coach Phillip Fulmer. Naming the entire street after the writer would 
have been historically justified: although Agee had no ties to UT football, 
he briefly lived in a small house at the corner of Fulmer Way (then Seventh 
Street) and Peyton Manning Pass (then Yale Avenue)—a spot directly across 
from the current stadium’s main gates.80

 However, an idea had been brewing for more than a decade that would 
finally give Agee his own space: the creation of a park in his former neigh-
borhood. By forming such an area in the part of Knoxville the writer knew 
best, the city would take a big step toward celebrating both Agee and the 
historic neighborhood where he lived.81 

AGEE TOAST

Meanwhile, a gathering north of town initiated what was surely Knoxville’s 
most bizarre annual celebration—toasting a dead man on the spot where 
he wrecked his car in 1916. The idea began sometime after Knoxville Journal 
columnist Vic Weals published an article in 1986 identifying the site of Jay 
Agee’s accident as “just to the southeast” of where Clinton Highway bridged 
Beaver Creek in Powell. Weals also pointed out that the blacksmith’s cottage, 
once near the shop where the corpse was carried after the wreck, still stood 
off the west side of the highway. Local musician and writer Jack Rentfro 
also worked at the Journal and was intrigued by the article. He set out with 
Jack Neely, driving to the location Weals described near where Emory Road 
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Jack Neely stands in front of the blacksmith’s cottage off Clinton Highway, 1986. 
The structure was torn down about fifteen years later. Photo by Jack Rentfro. 
Courtesy of Jack Rentfro and Jack Neely.



intersects Clinton Highway. They found the blacksmith cottage off the side 
of the highway, engulfed in kudzu.82

 But it was not until “some years later” that Rentfro “noticed that there was 
a bar on the site” very close to where the accident probably occurred. Neely 
and Rentfro “determined that we were obliged to observe the tragic event that 
may have launched a literary career.” And the NASCAR-themed bar, Checker 
Flag, was somehow a fitting landmark, considering that Jay Agee was likely 
speeding down Clinton Pike when he lost control of his Model T.83

 They cannot recall the exact year they inaugurated the event, but it was 
sometime around 1999 or 2000. “I do remember the first one was the iffiest,” 
Rentfro said, “since we had no idea how we’d be received by the regulars.” He 
was surprised, though, when “the NASCAR worshipping crowd”—perhaps 
fascinated by talk of the “car wreck”—“ended up being thoroughly charmed 
by the weirdness.” The first meetings were modest: just a handful of attendees 
drinking, reading from “dog-eared copies” of Agee’s novel, “contemplating 
fate,” jogging across the four-lane highway to the blacksmith’s house, and 
maybe “playing didgeridoos to passing Clinton Highway traffic,” Neely re-
called. Despite a deliberate lack of publicity, event turnout increased annually. 
“People just heard about it, and came. As years passed, our band of pilgrims 
grew bigger and bigger, sometimes including multiple UT professors, two 
of Agee’s own cousins, and several musicians who performed by the dart 
board. . . . Music included mournful fiddle airs, guitar folk, hymns, drums, 
and once a proper string band.” The more people came, Neely said, the more 
“attendees came to expect a program of some sort. We offered dramatic read-
ings from Agee and related writers.” Someone always read aloud the original 
newspaper article from the day after the accident.84

 Another anticipated element, and the most ceremonial, was the Cotter 
Pin of Destiny. According to Agee’s novel, Jay lost control of his car after a 
cotter pin worked itself loose from the steering gear. During an impromptu 
investigation in the Checker Flag’s rear parking lot, Neely, Rentfro and 
others “poked around in the gravel” until they spotted a small metal object. 
Even though it looked “more like a porch-swing hook” than a cotter pin, 
Neely noted, “the fact that it was in the shape of a question mark added 
much to its mystery.” Agee Toast tradition dictated that the relic be given 
to a different guest at each gathering, and the holder “charged with keeping 
it in a safe and worthy place and bringing it back to the Checker Flag the 
following May 18.” The ritual was always carried out in good humor.
 The Checker Flag closed in 2011. Even though the bar soon reopened 
under a different name, Neely took it as a sign that the event had run its 
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course: “As the group grew to include people I didn’t even know, I worried 
that we were challenging fate, driving out to this place on the highway that 
lacked bus service to drink beer in honor of a man killed in a car wreck on 
this site. . . . Some wags christened our annual pilgrimage the Crash Bash. 
It gave me the heebie-jeebies.”85

 It is unlikely there will be another event to replace the Agee Toast, hon-
oring the man whose fatality inspired A Death in the Family. There have 
been suggestions to rename the current Beaver Creek span as the Jay Agee 
Memorial Bridge, or at least place a marker near the site to acknowledge its 
tie to literature.86

AGEE AMBLES

Around the time of the first Agee Toast, Jack Neely and fellow Knoxville 
journalist Scott McNutt organized a different literary gathering to honor 
Agee—a “marathon” event, sometimes lasting eight hours or more, cover-
ing parts of downtown and Fort Sanders that the writer would have recog-
nized. But unlike previous Agee-themed walking tours, the so-called “Agee 
Amble” was primarily a “pub crawl,” with stops at some of downtown’s best 
watering holes.
 Neely—who held similar events, “Suttree Staggers,” in honor of Cormac 
McCarthy—led several of these rambling Agee tours between about 1999 
and 2007, drawing groups of thirty-five or more, and variously including local 
participants like Michael Haynes, Jesse Mayshark, Charlie Thomas, Mike 
Dotson, and Paul Ashdown. While the program changed each time, each 
Amble featured some rehearsed bits, recitations of Agee’s works in unique 
spaces around town, and occasional multimedia presentations. Actors Greg 
Congleton and Jayne Morgan performed scenes from The African Queen at 
the corner of Gay and West Church Avenue, while standing on the gunwales 
of David Phelps’ sculpture, “The Oarsman.” A reading at Krutch Park from 
Let Us Now Praise Famous Men was accompanied by choreographed move-
ments by members of Circle Modern Dance, led by Mark Lamb. Novelist 
Brian Griffin coordinated a reading of Agee’s letters to Father Flye inside 
St. John’s Episcopal on Walnut Avenue, where Agee had served as a choir-
boy. The Bistro, next door to Bijou Theatre, “was the single best place for 
readings,” according to Neely; Agee’s hilariously incisive film reviews were 
read “round robin”–style there “over a catfish-and-beer brunch.” And the 
Preservation Pub on Market Square “hosted a long and enthusiastic round 
of Agee-penned toasts”; for the 2002 Amble, Sundance award-winning  
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filmmaker Paul Harrill arranged a screening at the pub of In the Street, the 
rarely seen “Harlem documentary” that Agee helped photograph.
 Always toward the end of the evening, the group replicated the journey 
Agee made with his father, walking home from the Gay Street movie theater. 
Flashlights illuminated book pages as “Knoxville: Summer of 1915” was read 
at the site of Agee’s home. And in 2002, the event concluded with a final 
reading by R. B. Morris, standing at the site of a major Agee memorial that 
was still two and a half years from being dedicated.87

AGEE PARK

Morris and Eric Sublett had contemplated an Agee destination in Fort Sand-
ers ever since they published their “Agee Issue” of Hard Knoxville Review in 
1982. “We talked to a local property owner in Fort Sanders about donating 
his property on Twelfth Street for some kind of memorial park to Agee,” 
Morris recalled, but the owner declined. The two artists continued search-
ing for a suitable neighborhood lot for the park, to be “a greenspace in the 
middle of Fort Sanders” where visitors could “read, picnic and find refuge” 
while being reminded of Agee’s legacy.88

 It took almost two decades to find one. In the late 1990s the Historic 
Fort Sanders Neighborhood Association (HFSNA) publically opposed the 
Metropolitan Planning Commission’s efforts to rezone the neighborhood to 
allow high-density residences. In particular, preservationists feared that the 
neighborhood’s core—“bordered by White Avenue, Grand Avenue, Eleventh 
Street and Nineteenth Street”—would “lose its listing with the National 
Register of Historic Places” if many representative properties were destroyed. 
Architect Randall De Ford, a member of HFSNA, “reached out to the City 
to be proactive in guiding the future of the neighborhood.” De Ford recalled 
that Mayor Ashe subsequently organized the Fort Sanders Forum, a group of 
“nearly two dozen people with a variety of . . . interests in Fort Sanders.” In 
eighteen months of proposals, the forum reached two important objectives: 
“historic zoning and the park.” During this time, De Ford formed alliances 
with Ellen Adcock, Knoxville director of the Department of Administration, 
and Phil Scheurer, UT vice president of operations.89

 In an August 1999 meeting, “Scheurer made UT’s offer to turn the parking 
lot beside my house into a park for Fort Sanders, if Wes Goddard and I were 
willing to have that next to us,” De Ford said. The northwest corner lot at 
Laurel and Agee Street was previously occupied by the large Luttrell man-
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sion, which became a frat house in later life and was finally destroyed by fire 
in 1971. Since then, the university had used it for student parking. Knowing 
that Morris had long advocated for an Agee memorial in Fort Sanders, De 
Ford “told Scheurer and Ellen Adcock that [the park] should honor Agee.” 
The team agreed and created the Agee Park Steering Committee, promptly 
recruiting Morris, who thought “the little parking lot on James Agee Street 
would make a good pocket park memorial to Agee, just about a block from 
his original home on Highland Ave.”90

 Getting the proposal off the ground was “quite a process,” according to 
Morris, and involved multiple negotiations between HFSNA, UT, and the 
City of Knoxville. The James Agee Steering Committee, chaired by attorney 
Charles Thomas, partnered with HFSNA and the East Tennessee Founda-
tion. Many supporters joined the effort throughout its progress, including 
Jack Neely, Wilma Dykeman, Jon Coddington, and Paul Ashdown.91

 Once UT and the City of Knoxville agreed that the city would lease and 
maintain the UT-owned property long term—an unexpected cooperation 
between the two parties—the project was officially announced in April 2001. 
The News-Sentinel praised the collaborative effort to recognize “Agee as one 
of our own” but remarked that the honor was “belated.” Funds still had to be 
raised, designs drawn, and the site readied for landscaping, and it was two 
more years before ground was broken. During that period, R. B. Morris held 
several concerts to benefit the park.92

 As asphalt was removed and sod planted in June 2003, three marble pil-
lars—between fifteen and twenty-five feet tall—were erected a few blocks 
west to designate Eleventh Street as the entrance to Fort Sanders. The recent 
reopening of the Clinch Avenue viaduct, which had been closed to vehicles 
since the World’s Fair, increased the flow of traffic through the heart of the 
neighborhood.93

 That November, the park’s progress was hastened when Rohm & Haas—
whose chemical manufacturing facility on Dale Avenue, adjacent to Fort 
Sanders, was later bought by Dow Chemicals—awarded the project a $30,000 
grant as part of its Community Partnership Initiative.
 One month later, two sentinels much larger than the marble pillars pro-
gressed down Laurel Avenue toward the park. The eighty-ton trees—two 
sixty-five-year-old magnolias named Victor and Bill—were in danger of 
being cut down during construction at a nearby lot. When R. B. Morris 
suggested relocating the trees to the park, several construction companies 
and tree experts donated time and labor to make it happen. Neighborhood 
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residents were used to seeing trees and lawns being replaced by asphalt; see-
ing the reverse happen in Fort Sanders was a rare treat.94

 The park’s next phase of development began in early 2005, with the 
construction of “a stone terrace and steps flanked by two pillars etched 
with Agee’s words,” based on designs by De Ford, who considered the ef-
fort “just a small part of giving James Agee what he’s due.” Organizers 
hoped to officially dedicate the park in April as part of a planned Agee  
conference.95

2005 AGEE CELEBRATION

When asked what he finds most significant about James Agee, Michael 
Lofaro, UT professor of American studies and American literature, pointed 
to “the variety of writing in which [Agee] could excel.” Lofaro and Lynn 
Champion, College of Arts and Sciences director of outreach, envisioned a 
conference broader in scope than the one held sixteen years earlier for the Let 
Us Now Praise Famous Men anniversary. With this new event, they intended 
to recognize “the breadth of Agee’s achievements” and the “reasons why James 
Agee and Knoxville are an inseparable part of the American cultural scene.” 
The James Agee Celebration, as they named the conference, was even more 
ambitious than its predecessor, largely because of Agee materials recently 
donated to UT’s Special Collections by the Agee family and the concurrent 
“community effort to preserve his memory.”96

 Mostly concentrated during James Agee Week, April 13–17, 2005, roughly 
twenty events were held in a dozen venues spread between the university and 
the 100 block of South Gay Street. The Clarence Brown Theatre presented 
Tad Mosel’s All the Way Home, and R. B. Morris staged his one-man play, The 
Man Who Lives Here is Loony, at the Carousel Theatre. The East Tennessee 
History Center exhibited 1915-era artifacts including a Model T and one 
of L&N Station’s original “smoldering” stained glass windows, Agee family 
photographs, and a re-created section of the Agees’ Highland Avenue front 
porch. Libraries and galleries displayed manuscripts of Agee’s screenplays 
and film reviews, and Walker Evans’s photographs for Let Us Now Praise 
Famous Men. Multiple auditoriums screened the Ross Spears films Agee 
and To Render a Life, the Michel Viotte documentary Let Us Now Praise 
Famous Men (Louons maintenant les grands hommes), and the Agee-scripted 
films Mr. Lincoln, The Night of the Hunter, and The African Queen. The R. B.  
Morris Band performed; UT’s School of Music presented a program of 
Agee-inspired works, “From Barber to Copland.” Over a dozen lectures 
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were given on topics including Agee’s poetry, his collaborations with Charles 
Chaplin and Charles Laughton, the controversial “true” opening of his novel 
A Death in the Family, and his daughter Deedee Agee herself sharing memo-
ries of her famous father. A walking tour beginning at the L&N Station 
wound its way through the Fort Sanders neighborhood, past the former site 
of the Agee home.97 
 Capping the weeklong celebration, more than 150 people gathered at the 
corner of Laurel Avenue and James Agee Street at 2:30 p.m. on April 17  
to witness the dedication of James Agee Park. Park Committee chair-
man Charles Thomas opened the ceremony, during which Bill Lyons, Phil  
Scheurer, and Randall De Ford—representing the City of Knoxville, the 
University of Tennessee, and the Fort Sanders neighborhood—each spoke 
before the ribbon was cut and the park officially opened. Climbing the steps 
up from the sidewalk, guests crossed an inset marble slab engraved with a 
quote from Agee’s “Dedication”: “To those who in all times have sought truth 
and who have told it in their art or in their living.” Paul Ashdown read from 
other Agee works, and the R. B. Morris Band performed. Morris, who had 
nursed the park idea for two decades, said he was “smiling all the time” and 
“so pleased” that his dream was now a reality. “This was a long time coming, 
and it’s just the beginning,” Morris said.98

 In honor of her father, Deedee Agee brought “two lilacs, his favorite flower, 
to the dedication of the new James Agee Park, a grace-filled spot I feel sure 
he would find holy,” she wrote. “Standing there, transplanted ancient mag-
nolias overhead, grand and blooming, I come to a new deep-rooted sense 
of self, unearthed like truth revealed in epiphany: a not yet fully known di-
mension of who I am.” Interviewed while in town, she said of the park and 
the conference, “Though I knew my father was a ‘favorite son’ of Knoxville, 
perhaps it takes an event such as this to demonstrate his deep appeal.”99

 After decades without much tangible evidence of the city’s appreciation, 
many local fans of Agee’s work would agree that the writer had been prop-
erly honored. Ashdown called the park dedication “a very good example of 
community organizing. It began very quietly and under the radar, with a few 
shakers and movers.”100 
 Coordinated with the separate park effort, the Agee Celebration was the 
largest Agee event ever organized in the city up to that time. Conference 
chair Michael Lofaro acknowledged its role in preserving the author’s local 
legacy. “Before the celebration, people knew him for a certain book or per-
haps a movie like The African Queen,” said Lofaro. “Now that we’ve created 
this context of his work and the many ways he was connected to Knoxville, 
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we can claim that sense of pride and entitlement that comes with being the 
hometown of a major author.” Lofaro later edited Agee Agonistes, a volume 
of lectures from the conference.101

•••

As Agee Park was being dedicated, plans were in the works for another trib-
ute to the writer—but an unpublicized one—a block away. In January 2005 
developer John Craig of Segundo Properties had purchased two Highland 
Avenue lots, 1502 and 1508, each containing an existing house across the street 
from where the Agees once lived. Within two months, architect Randall De 
Ford sketched a floor plan for a new single-family home to be constructed 
between the existing houses. Mark Hipshire was consulted about the inte-
rior layout based on the few memories his mother had of living in 1505 as a 
toddler. De Ford’s sketch, titled “Reflections on Agee,” was “a modern plan, 
based on the historic form.” The proposed house would be “a mirror image” 
of the Agees’ home, sitting directly opposite 1505’s lot. To preserve the large 
Magnolia tree in the front yard, the new home’s footprint was slightly nar-
rowed by orienting the staircase to one side of the house instead of along 
its center hall. But the front would have practically duplicated the original, 
even down to the bay window. Besides helping counteract the continued raz-
ing of the neighborhood’s original Victorian homes, “Reflections on Agee” 
would have been a fitting homage to the man who made the block famous. 
However, Craig abandoned the project and sold the property in 2013. Perhaps 
another inspired Knoxvillian will one day rebuild the home memorialized 
in A Death in the Family.102 

2007 NOVEL ANNIVERSARY

Fifty years after that novel’s publication, its anniversary was remembered 
in Knoxville with a couple of events sponsored by the Knox County Pub-
lic Library. Festivities were small compared to the 1989 Let Us Now Praise  
Famous Men commemoration and the Agee Celebration of 2005. On No-
vember 17, Jack Neely led an “Agee Amble” that departed from Lawson 
McGhee Library. And soprano Jami Rogers and the Knoxville Symphony 
Orchestra performed Samuel Barber’s piece “Knoxville: Summer of 1915” at 
Church Street United Methodist Church on November 26.103

 More noteworthy was the release in late December of A Death in the Fam-
ily: A Restoration of the Author’s Text, edited by Michael Lofaro in an effort to 
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correct the mistakes of editor David McDowell’s original 1957 publication. 
The new version’s most controversial change is the absence of “Knoxville: 
Summer of 1915” as the prologue that, Lofaro and other scholars argue, Agee 
never intended. Instead, the novel opens with Agee’s nightmare of carrying 
a badly beaten corpse, later determined to be his father’s, through the streets 
of Knoxville. Aside from retaining Agee’s original character names—Laura 
Agee rather than Mary Follet, etc.—another striking difference from the 1957 
edition is the number of new chapters included and their strict chronological 
arrangement, which original editor David McDowell could not successfully 
incorporate. Lofaro’s restoration of the novel is a major achievement and likely 
the closest thing to Agee’s intended work that the world will ever see.104

2009 AGEE CENTENNIAL

Only four years after the last Agee conference, Lofaro initiated another 
major citywide event to commemorate Agee’s hundredth birthday. “This is 
a great time to get the community to celebrate,” said Lofaro of the James 
Agee Centennial Celebration. Almost twenty planned events were spaced 
over consecutive weekends between October 23 and November 23. Lofaro 
felt it was “also a good time to recognize how much work needs to be done 
on Agee’s contribution to film, journalism and his writings across the board.” 
While the conference indeed acknowledged Agee’s range as a writer, the 
James Agee Film Festival made up the bulk of the events during a densely 
packed first weekend.105

 As Chaplin inspired Agee’s early interest in film, the festival appropriately 
opened with two Chaplin pictures, Easy Street and Monsieur Verdoux, shown 
at the East Tennessee History Center. The Square Room on Market Square 
screened the Agee-scripted films The Blue Hotel, Genghis Khan, The Quiet One, 
The African Queen, and The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky. Also shown were In the 
Street, which Agee helped shoot and direct, and a few home movies captured 
during the making of All the Way Home. R. B. Morris presented “James Agee’s 
Last Letter,” an excerpt from The Man Who Lives Here is Loony. And at the 
Bijou Theatre, Ross Spears introduced and screened his documentary, Agee, 
followed that afternoon by a restored version of The Night of the Hunter. The 
much lighter second weekend consisted of “An Afternoon in Agee Park,” 
with readings and comments from R. B. Morris and Randall De Ford.
 The following weekend, the Knoxville Museum of Art opened an ex-
hibit about Abraham Lincoln’s early life, conveniently timed for the sepa-
rate screening of Agee’s Mr. Lincoln miniseries. The East Tennessee History 
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Center exhibited artifacts to re-create an “East Tennessee Streetscape” as 
Agee would have remembered it. Guest speakers included novelist David 
Madden, Metropolitan Museum of Art curator Jeff L. Rosenheim, and New 
York Times book critic Dwight Garner. During “One Last Weekend with 
Jim,” R. B. Morris performed a ticketed concert at the Laurel Theater, and 
lectures by Michael Lofaro and Paul Ashdown concluded the Centennial 
Celebration. As he did following the 1989 and 2005 Agee events, Lofaro 
compiled a volume of essays, Agee at 100, based on lectures presented during 
the conference.106 
 At this writing, Lofaro had no current plans for another Agee conference, 
and said that while more could be done to honor the writer, what Knoxville 
has accomplished in the past couple of decades is “certainly on par with other 
literary figures.”107

SUMMER OF 2015

Beyond the stone pillars carved with the initials “J A,” a few long tables 
were laden with Styrofoam bowls, plastic spoons, sweating tubs of vanilla ice 
cream, and sweet toppings in squeeze bottles. Standing beneath a wooden 
pagoda that offered little shade from the sun, a jazz trio led by Nancy Brennan 
Strange swung old-fashioned standards like “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot,” 
“Go Tell Aunt Rhoda,” and “A Bicycle Built for Two.” People of all ages sang 
and hummed along with varying degrees of familiarity, while reclining on 
blankets and captain’s chairs. A few people were dressed in old styles, but-
toned-up, bow-tied, straw-hatted; most wore jeans, shorts, sandals—clothes 
of modern comfort. It was an unusual sort of gathering, with some talking 
among acquaintances but mostly people eating ice cream and waiting, antici-
pating the event. Trees edged the lot and partly shaded the guests seated on 
the oval lawn. From parking lot to park, it was a place where people on this 
summer evening imagined what the neighborhood was like a century ago, 
back when residents took streetcars or walked to see vaudevilles or movies 
on Gay Street, or sat talking with family on their front porches.
 Once again, Knoxville was celebrating James Agee’s “Knoxville: Summer 
of 1915”—words that first brought the writer local recognition when Samuel 
Barber set them to music, and words that put the city on the map for count-
less readers and listeners around the world. The event, cosponsored by the 
Knox County Library and the City of Knoxville, marked the centennial of 
that perfect summer moment from Agee’s youth that he expressed so well.
 After Jack Neely set the piece’s historical context, contrasting the “gritty” 
reality of 1915 Knoxville to Agee’s “idyllic” memories of Highland Avenue, 
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R. B. Morris gently and steadily read those familiar words that the assembly 
longed to hear: “We are talking now of summer evenings in Knoxville, Ten-
nessee, in the time that I lived there so successfully disguised to myself as a 
child.” Certain words became cues for a keyboardist’s subtle accompaniment, 
emphasizing the work’s musicality. At one point, a breeze picked up almost 
like a crescendo and filled the trees above, and Agee’s words seemed even 
more awake.108

 People gathered on this evening, June 21, from five to seven, during the 
time the Agee family would have eaten supper and retired to the back yard. 
But the sun still cast hard shadows and had not yet diffused to a sky “shining 
softly and with a tarnish.” Absent were the fireflies and cicadas—or locusts, 
as Agee wrote—that usually appeared with “the unnatural light” of evening. 
The Agees had fewer afternoon daylight hours in 1915, with the city still in 
Central Time Zone and without Daylight Savings. Around “half past” six, 
when Laura cleared the dinner table and Jay watered the lawn, the summer 
sky over Knoxville was as dark as it is now at 8:30 p.m.109

The “Summer of 1915” centennial gathering in James Agee Park, June 2015. 
Photo by the author.
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